
“A logical partner for ERP Resourcing”

“Our reputation is everything”

COCHLEAR CASE STUDY - 5 YEARS SERVICE

Established in 1981 Cochlear is the global leader in innovative, implantable hearing solutions. We are 
dedicated to bringing the gift of sound to people all over the world. Today over 250,000 people across more 
than 100 countries have been reconnected to their families, fiends and communities worldwide with one of our 
hearing systems. Cochlear’s promise - Hear now. And always embodies this commitment.

PERMANENT CANDIDATE TESTIMONIALS

Arun Sista   “Once I engaged with Pegasus I found their Oracle Applications   
    services clearly the best so far in the UK.”

Gisele Velez-Joual  “I can highly recommend Paul Lewis and Pegasus as an Oracle   
    recruitment specialist offering a high calibre of positions in this   
    market.”

Des Meyer   “Assured service, Pegasus provided me an excellent Oracle    
    Supply Chain opportunity coupled with an outstanding service”

Junade Shujaat   “Excellent Service, Completely Oracle Applications Focused.
    I have a new Oracle HR Support role” 

CONTRACT CANDIDATE TESTIMONIALS

Paul Levente   “Impressive and fast service, resulting in me achieving a Oracle   
    Applications FSG Report Writing Opportunity.”

Shaun O’Neil   “I was recommend by a college Gary Piper about Pegasus,    
    within 3 days... I was Interviewed and offered! Starting this    
    Monday!”

Tim Corner   “The team at Pegasus have been fantastic for my contact career,   
    I have been engaged with them consistantly on a number of    
    Oracle Applications Contract assignments, One After Another”

Mike Plant   “2 Offers to decide from! 2 Fantastic SAP Clients” Pegasus were   
    a center piece for me”

TESTIMONIAL OF RECRUITMENT SERVICES

Pegasus has been and continue to be a preferred supplier for Oracle Applications ERP recruitment. Over the past 5+ years they have been the key to our recruiting 
needs having to build a team of permanent staff for our internal support structure coupled with niche contract resource since our Greenfield implementation in 
2006. I make contact and they deliver a professional service.

To date 12 permanent and 9 contract resources have been identified by Pegasus for us. These candidates range from DBAs, functional, technical and management 
within Oracle Applications and Additionally on the contract perspective we get the right skills generally on time and within budget.

Paul’s team are clearly focused within the ERP markets and we have found them to be a superb recruitment agency for this specific reach. A direct, straight forward 
delivery, we believe the search and selection service they provide exceeds many others offering this service because they can always find what we need and I 
understand from my Oracle team that some of the modules we use are extremely niche.

I would have no hesitation in recommending Pegasus ERP’s services to others looking for ERP staff
Gail Pearson - HR Manager - Cochlear Europe
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COCHLEAR CORE MODULES

Oracle Financials
AR, AP, GL, FA, CM, iExpenses
E-Tax, Sla, FSAH

Oracle SCM & Distribution
OM, INV, WIP, BOM

Oracle CRM
CRM, Telesales, Teleservice, Install Base
Quality, Service Contracts, Depot Repair
Adv. Configurator, iStore

Oracle Procurement
PO, iProcurement, Sourcing

Oracle HCM & Payroll
Core HR, iRec, OLM, Absence

Hyperion
Essbase, Planning, HFM, DRM 


